business
cooperation with
pwr racing team
PWR Racing Team consists of 83 students from Wroclaw University
of Science and Technology. Every year, since 2009 we design and
build race cars to participate in international competition for young
engineers and managers – Formula Student. So far, we have made 11
combustion cars and with your help we want to build our eleventh
combustion race car and twelveth - electric one.
PWR Racing Team is the begging of a journey in motorsport. Former
team members are often employed in the most famous and
prestigious companies from automotive branch like Scuderia
Ferrari, Bentley, Skoda Motorsport or Scuderia Alpha Tauri.
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7

First polish team in Formula
Student

Team consists of 7
departments. 6 technical/
engineering and 1 marketing
team

83
83 team members engaged
in creating each racing car

cooperation with
pwr racing team
83 team members engaged in creating each racing car

being a part of innovative and fast-growing project of young
polish engineers

worldwide promotion

knowledge based on experience and real success

regular media presence

long-term investment in your future employees

technology applied by
the team
RT11
Gear-shifting in 85ms
Titanium exhaust manifold
3,2s to 100km/h
RT12e
Self designed motor controller
Tractive system designed for up to 1200v
Dynamic torque vectoring to mantain
ideal driving conditions
Regenerative braking for extended range

The RT12e car, for the first time in the
team's history, will be able to compete in
autonomous formula student
competitions. The car will be equipped
with interaction and perception sensors
such as a stereoscopic camera and
LIDAR.

A network of more than 100 sensors and
a wireless telemetry - we can monitor
our race car in real-time.

Everything is connected by a built-in
computer, on which the team-developed
software allowing for autonomous
driving works.

One of the lightest aerodynamic
packages in the world of the Formula
Student with area of 12m2 and weight of
7kg - entirely made of carbon fiber
reinforced composites using advanced
technologies straight from F1.

Wiring loom made up of the highest
quality electrical connectors and wires in
accordance with the military standards.

our sponsorship packages
packages
amount

bronze

silver
from 4000
PLN

gold
platinium
from 8000 over 15000
PLN
PLN

Logo on sponsor wall and website

x

x

x

x

The possibility of using the image of PWR
Racing Team for marketing

x

x

x

x

The invitation to the race car premiere
and Sponsor Event

x

x

x

x

Distribution of advertising materials

x

x

x

x

A written gratitude for the cooperation

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Post promoting the sponsor on our
Facebook fanpage

x

x

A dedicated tab on team’s webiste
describing the cooperation with the
sponsor

x

x

Sponsor’s logo on the race car

x

x

Use of rollup of company during events
organised by team

Company events with our participation

x

Sponsor’s logo on team’s T-shirts

x

Our sponsorship packages are shown above. They are credited depending on given support
but they are not rigidly restricted - our main goal is to best suit your company needs. The final
form of cooperation is created to be the most beneficial for both sides.

acomplishments of pwr
racing team
RT09
Overall
- 3rd place Formula SAE Italy 2018
- 2nd place Formula Student Czech Republic 2018
Acceleration
- 2nd place Formula SAE Italy 2018
- 1st place Formula Student Czech Republic 2018
RTX
Overall
- 2nd place Formula Student Czech Republic 2019
Endurance
- 2nd place Formula Student Czech Republic 2019
Autocross
- 2nd place Formula Student Czech Rebublic 2019

our current partners

contact us
Team Leader
Kacper Markiewicz
tel. +48 501 985 060
kacper.markiewicz.pwr@gmail.com
Technical Leader
Marcel Byndas
tel. +48 662 503 882
marcel.byndas@gmail.com
Marketing Leader
Aleksandra Pośpiech
tel. + 48 781 682 132
aleksandrapospiech1@gmail.com

